The Topic
The Torino EAAE Annual Conference 2023 titled School of Architecture(s), will focus on the plurality of architecture as a discipline and on the role of architectural education in training, questioning, and practicing this plurality.

Architecture as a discipline entangles multiple interactions between the physical world, technology, and the organisation of the cultural and social environment of the profession, but its multidisciplinary character is not the only multi-dimension to be investigated. In the era of post-architecture, moving towards an autonomous subjectivity, opening up the field, and questioning the plurality of the discipline is crucial: not just Architecture but Architecture(s).

Furthermore, European Schools of Architecture offer a wide variety of meanings of the term Architecture in their curricula. For all these reasons, it is urgent to discuss a broadening of the term itself to understand the positioning of architectural education in the contemporary global world.

The conference is an invitation to think differently, reflecting upon the context of the discipline to understand the knowledge of the future, focusing on the question: what is Architecture in the age often described as post-architecture?
Considering how antagonist characters polarise human knowledge and that architectural practice is moving towards an autonomous subjectivity, architecture can be understood as a tension between dichotomies leading to a new paradigm: architecture(s).

In this frame, the conference attempts to reason around a contemporary, wider and inclusive definition of architecture by discussing six pairs of antinomian concepts articulated in three parallel sessions: architecture as a method and/or as a discipline; architecture of the Masters and/or of the topics; architecture for architects and/or for the community; architecture as avant-garde and/or market-oriented; architecture inside and/or outside the wall; architecture disciplinary and/or extra-disciplinary.

The six dichotomies are grouped into three main sessions:
- Seeds of architecture(s): Ways of Teaching,
- Roots of architecture(s): Ways of Research,
- Branches of architecture(s): Ways of Practice.

### Session 1. Seeds of architecture(s)
#### Ways of Teaching

Architecture as a method and/or as a discipline. Nowadays, there can be a shift in teaching architecture from defining a specific knowledge inside the discipline or a series of methods that can be generalised and exploited for practice in many sectors other than architecture.

Architecture of the Masters and/or of the Topics. The masters overlooked the teaching systems before the 20th century; from the Modern Movement onward, the transmission of knowledge is more and more focused on topics related to social and human-centred issues.

In a changing world where global challenges such as climate change, digital innovation or social inequalities are crossing architecture, it is crucial to discuss the possible impact of architectural education in this frame. Different teaching practices question the dichotomies between architecture as a method and/or discipline and between architecture of the Masters and/or of the Topics. The first session explores
this issue by referring to one or more of the following possible topics:

Is architecture a discipline characterised by a scientific status that can define the borders of practising and teaching architecture? Or is architecture more of a modus operandi that can apply to other fields?

Is architecture a mindset, a set of soft skills, or a technical discipline in which hard skills are the core of transmissible knowledge?

What is the meaning of Masters in architecture nowadays? Can they have a role in architectural education, and if so, to which extent?

How to identify new topics with a pedagogical value for architectural education? Which role can architectural education have in tackling contemporary global challenges?

Should architectural education experimentation have a role in identifying new burning issues?

---

Session 2. Roots of Architecture
Ways of Research

Architecture for **architects** and/or for the **community**.

Who is the final architecture user, and how is this reflected in practice? Is Architecture a discipline or a service? Both points of view lead to a different definition of Architecture that needs to be translated into teaching.

Architecture as **avant-garde** and/or **market-oriented**.

What is the result? Architecture can be for the market, or architectural schools can open new visions that the market must look at.

The goals and the targets of architectural action are crucial topics for architectural research. While the social and political dimension of architecture is given, architecture is often asked to comply with market requests and economic issues. The multiplicity of meanings of the term architecture leads to several ways of setting up and conducting architectural research.

The second session aims to investigate the dichotomies between **architecture ‘for architects’ and/or for the community** and between **architecture as avant-garde**
and/or market-oriented, referring to one or more of the following possible topics:
How can architectural research contribute to orienting the continued expansion of the discipline’s knowledge base while structuring interrelationships with other disciplines? How can architecture improve its inherent interdisciplinary dimension while safeguarding its specific identity?
How can architectural research have a tangible social impact, and how can it be made substantial for communities?
What is the role of communities outside academia in architectural research? Are they merely a field of experimentation, or can they be involved in conceiving and structuring the research process?
Should architectural research be focused on contemporary burning issues, or should architecture aim at identifying future topics and challenges crucial for societies?
What are the possible roles of design-based research in fostering theoretical findings and ways of thought?

Session 3. Branches of Architecture
Ways of Practice

Architecture inside and/or outside the wall. Where is the place for the practice? Architecture can be inside the wall or outside of it; it can build the wall itself or be seen as a theoretical application.

Architecture disciplinary and/or extra-disciplinary.
What does architecture have to face? Architecture can look at itself in the realm of the discipline or look at other knowledge: sociology, economics, ethnography are just examples. Which are the potential of both approaches?

Architecture has long ceased to be the expression of a prince’s will to become, whether the archi-stars’ gesture or the result of a complex process involving many stakeholders and disciplines. In this frame, architecture can seek to define and broaden its specific identity or work to overcome disciplinary boundaries to strengthen collaboration with other professional fields. Besides, contemporary and
innovative ways of architecture practice also question the necessary relationship between architecture and constructive matters. The third session aims to investigate the dichotomies between architecture inside and/or outside the wall and between disciplinary and/or extra-disciplinary approaches to architecture referring to one or more of the following possible topics:

Can we only claim for architecture when artefacts - walls - are the final goal of the design process, or can architecture exist “outside the wall” dealing with processes and outputs unrelated to the built environment?

Should architecture deal with the construction of artefacts and walls, or should architecture deal with non-tangible applications?

Which is the role of academia and design-based research in the panorama of professional practice?

How to set fruitful collaboration between theoretical enquiry on architecture and professional practice routine?

When we speak about multiple ways of practising architecture nowadays, are we broadening the borders of architecture, or are we dealing with other disciplines “outside” architecture?
Submitting your contribution

In response to conference topics, we encourage you to submit your contribution and continue the discussion on the substance of architectural education. Abstracts can be submitted by teachers, researchers, practicing architects, and PhD students, not exclusively from EAAE member schools. Authors from other fields are invited to contribute to the discussion as well.

The proposal should contain the title, names of authors, institutions or related offices, a **1500 characters abstract** (including spaces). The abstract must be written in English filling this [form](https://example.com). The deadline for submission is the **7th of April 2023 before 23:59 CEST**. No bibliographic references are required. Selected authors will be asked to provide one image 1600x1600 pixel in png (drawings) or jpeg (pictures) format and a short bio to be published in the book of abstracts.

The submissions will be blind-peer-reviewed by the conference scientific committee and reviewers and, upon acceptance and registration, invited for an oral presentation in one of the conference sessions.

The selected abstracts will be published online by [EAAE Publishings](https://example.com), an open-access cross-referenced platform set up by Stichting Openaccess.

Conference presentation and publication rules

Accepted authors must pay full conference registration to present at the conference and be eligible for inclusion in the proceedings. After a peer review process the proceedings of the EAAE Annual Conference 2023 will be published in Springer Nature.

Failure to comply with the conference deadlines or request for materials in advance may result in an author being dropped from the programme.
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